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Discrimination problems di�er in nature from reconstruc-tion tasks. While in reconstruction, it is the mean squarederror that is often used to measure the quality of thescheme, classi�cation requires a di�erent measure whichoften is not related to the former. The discriminationpower of a certain basis or a set of basis function is notnecessarily connected to the quality of reconstruction as-sociated with this set. Furthermore, the degree of rel-evance of the orthonormality constraint to the qualityof the discrimination is questionable. For example, lin-ear discriminant analysis [1] searches for linear projec-tions which maximize the between-class variance dividedby the sum of within-class variance. Such projections donot necessarily coincide with the principal componentsof the data which are the directions that optimize MSEreconstruction.There have been several approaches to searching for ba-sis functions for discrimination; Coifman adopts the or-thonormal basis approach and is actually searching for abasis that best reconstructs the mean di�erence betweentwo classes.In this paper we briey review several methods for �nd-ing optimal decomposition via basis functions and discusstheir reconstruction properties. We then discuss somesignal decomposition methods for the purpose of discrim-ination followed by discrimination results. The last twosection describe a di�erent application of wavelet repre-sentation to model estimation.�Supported by ONR.yAlso with the AppliedMathematicsDivision, Brown University,Providence RI.zSupported by a grant from the Natural Sciences and Engineer-ing Research Council, Canada.

2 Optimal basis function decompositionfor reconstruction2.1 Entropy based algorithmsCoifman and Wickerhauser [2] presented a simple andfast algorithm for �nding the local best basis (BB) in awavelet packet (WP) library basis functions. The searchis very simple and fast due to the orthogonality condi-tion between the basis functions at each level and theinclusion properties of basis functions between di�erentlevels. Choosing between di�erent possible bases is donevia the entropy of the coe�cients, namely the speed ofdecay in coe�cient values, which indicated the degree ofcompression of the representation.2.2 Basis pursuitUnlike the search in orthogonal bases as done in the bestbasis method, one can search in an overcomplete dic-tionary of basis functions. This has been proposed byDaubechies and termed the Method of Frames [3]. Amongdi�erent representations for the same signal, one searchesfor a representation whose vector of coe�cients has thesmallest l2 norm. This approach leads to a quadratic op-timization problem that is solved via a system of linearequations. Recently Chen et al. [4] presented a BasisPursuit method (BP) that is very similar to the methodsof frames; It decomposes a signal using dictionary ele-ments so that the coe�cients have the smallest l1 normamong all such decompositions. This optimization can beperformed by recent linear programming techniques [5].Chen et al. demonstrate that for certain signals, the con-vergence of a basis pursuit algorithm is faster than thatof a best basis representation.2.3 Matching pursuitThe Matching Pursuit algorithm [6] is an iterative algo-rithm, which does not explicitly seek any overall goal, butmerely applies a simple rule repeatedly. It is a forward



model selection that adds at each step the single mostcorrelated new atom among all those not included yet inthe model. The algorithm is very powerful for orthogonalbasis selection, but may fail for non-orthogonal dictionar-ies.3 Optimal basis decomposition for dis-crimination3.1 Local discriminant basesThe local discriminant base (LDB) [7, 8] creates a time-frequency dictionary such as WP or local trigonometricfunctions (CP), from which signal energies for each basiscoordinates are accumulated for each signal class sepa-rately. Then, a complete orthonormal basis is formed us-ing a distance measure between the distributions of thoseenergies from each class.The original algorithm [7] attempted to extract best basisfrom the energies (squared values) of the WP, which isthe direct approach to �nding a best basis for a class ofpatterns [2]. Unfortunately, when the distance measure isapplied to these energy coe�cients, or more generally tothe distribution of the energies, then the interpretationof the new basis is not clear anymore and the optimalityproperties are not so apparent. Moreover, noticing thatthe energies may not be so indicative for discrimination,Saito and Coifman [8] have suggested to use a di�erentnon-linear function of the basis function of the coe�cients(instead of a just square values) so as to alleviate thisproblem. However, this approach takes us even furtheraway from interpretation and optimality of the best basisapproach.3.2 Discriminant pursuitBuckheit and Donoho [9] have introduced the discrimi-nant pursuit (DP) algorithm which follows the approachof basis pursuit, in the sense that it is not constrained byseeking only orthogonal discriminant basis functions, butcan search in the overcompleteWP or CP dictionary. Thediscrimination power of each basis function is measuredby:Di(X;Y ) = jEX [wpi(x)]�EY [wpi(y)]jSTDX (wpi(x)) + STDY (wpi(y)) ; (1)which is a 1-dimensional form of Fisher discriminant anal-ysis criterion [1]. It is our experience that often, the ad-ditional exibility leads to inferior results. This happenswhen the dimensionality is high and the number of train-ing patterns is relatively small. If the WP representationis sparse, then for every basis function there are very fewpatterns which contribute to its value, thus the variabil-ity is large and outliers are more likely to cause trouble.There is another problem associated with this approach;Since the wavelet packet transformation is linear, it fol-lows that EX [wpi(x)] = wpi(EX [x]): Thus, if the meanof each signal set is zero, there is no discrimination powerin the means. A simple example is the discrimination be-

tween two signals of the form: sin(!t+u) and sin(2!t+u),where u � U [0; 2�].3.3 Applicability of wavelet representation to dis-criminationThe choice of optimal bases for discriminationmay not beso practical for the reasons described above, namely, dueto the small number of training patterns and large numberofWP or CP coe�cients that have to be estimated, result-ing in over�tting to the training set. One way suggestedby Buckheit and Donoho [9] is to "remove" the noise fromthe signal using de-noising. We present here a simple al-ternative: no basis optimization for the set of signals,rather a usage of a good general basis, namely, wavelets.We show (Table 1) that classi�cation results and featureextraction from this basis may be superior to an attemptto optimize the basis for the class discrimination. This isdue to the nonlinear separability in wavelet space whichis not well captured by linear separation methods.4 Non-linear feature extraction fromwaveletrepresentationIn this section we briey discuss an unsupervised learn-ing algorithm which searches for multi-modality in theprojection space. Exploratory projection pursuit theory[10, 11] tells us that search for structure in input spacecan be approached by a search for deviation from normaldistribution of the projected space. Furthermore, wheninput space is clustered, a search for deviation from nor-mality can take the form of search for multi-modality,since when clustered data is projected in a direction thatseparates at least two clusters, it generates multi-modalprojected distributions.It has been recently shown that a variant of the Bienen-stock, Cooper and Munro neuron (BCM) [12] performsexploratory projection pursuit using a projection indexthat measures multi-modality [13]. This neuron allowsmodeling and theoretical analysis of various visual de-privation experiments and is in agreement with the vastexperimental results on visual cortical plasticity. A net-work implementationwhich can �nd several projections inparallel while retaining its computational e�ciency, wasfound to be applicable for extracting features from veryhigh dimensional vector spaces [14, 13]. This method isapplied to feature extraction in a problem discussed inthe next section.4.1 Application to acoustic signal discriminationThe types of signals explored in this study are the marinemammal sounds of porpoise and sperm whale which wererecorded at a sampling rate of 25 kHz at various loca-tions such as the Gulf of Maine, the Mediterranean andthe Caribbean sea. We consider large data �les wherethe signal consist intermittently of mammal sounds andbackground noise. Each of these �les contains whale orporpoise sounds, but not both. Several data sets of length



Feature Extraction From Time-Frequency DictionaryPorpoise WhaleLDA on wavelet packet 94 33LDB on wavelet packet 98 51Highest energ. from wavelets 72 47BCM extraction from wavelets 99 76BCM applied on raw signals 32 95Table 1: Results of linear and nonlinear feature extractionfrom wavelets and wavelet packet representation of Por-poise/Whale acoustic signals. LDA is the linear discrim-inant analysis of Buckheit and Donoho, LDB is the localdiscriminant basis of Saito and Coifman. BCM is a non-linear feature extraction that searches for multi-modality(see text for details).32768 samples corresponding approximately to 1.3 sec-onds, were extracted from these large �les. These datasets which contained mammal sounds mixed with back-ground noise, were used for training and testing.Full discussion of the results appears in [15]. In thispaper we only point out the fact that a choice of basisfunctions using a discrimination measure may not lead tobest results and that optimizing (nonlinear) discrimina-tion based on linear combinations of basis functions froma �xed (wavelet) basis, may be more e�ective.5 Coherent structure extractionWe follow here the algorithm proposed by Coifman andWickerhauser [16] for de-noising a given signal f of lengthN so that various parameters of a physical system can beestimated accurately. The noise is peeled o� iterativelyby projecting the signal on a sequence of optimal bases.The following decomposition process is done iterativelybased on the signal-plus-noise model: f = c1 + r1; wherethe coherent part is c1 and the residue (the noisy part)is r1. For the next step, the residue r1 is considered as anew signal which is decomposed as r1 = c2 + r2: If thisdecomposition is repeated k times, we sum all the coher-ent parts: c = c1 + c2 + :::+ ck; then f is rewritten asf = c + rk. Recall that from a given mother wavelet, wecan construct a library of orthonormal bases e.g. waveletpacket and cosine packet. Therefore, we have at our dis-position a large collection of libraries of bases. If wechoose a library of bases, we search for the best basisBi for the signal f in this library. We reorder the coef-�cients �1 � �2 � ::: � �N in decreasing order, whichcorrespond to the basis Bi (with b0s as the basis func-tions). Then we pick the top M (< N ) coe�cients �0swhere the rate of decay is steepest. In the �rst equation,c1 represents the reconstructed portion (coherent part) off , which is based on these M coe�cients �0s:c1 = MX1 �jbj (2)

Then r1 is the residual vector (incoherent):r1 = NXM+1�jbj (3)The next step is to consider r1 as a new signal for whichwe repeat the decomposition into a coherent part and anincoherent part (noisy part). Again we choose the bestbasis which is di�erent from the previous best basis. Alsothe new basis can be from a new library. At each step,after reordering the coe�cients, it is important to pick thelargest M coe�cients �0s where the largest rate of decayoccurs. If rk represents an incoherent (e.g. gaussian)signal, any basis Bi in the library will not compress itvery well. In fact, this is the stopping criteria for theiterative procedure. The true coherent part is the sumof all the individual coherent parts which are extractedduring the iteration process.6 Application to utter analysisTo determine the utter boundary of an aircraft requiresaccurate measurements of frequencies and damping val-ues of critical vibration modes as a function of the ightvelocity. Numerous techniques have been reported forreal-time utter identi�cation with varying degree of suc-cess [17, 18]. In recent years, it has become clear thatadvances in wavelet theory for signal processing and theuse of arti�cial neural networks to model complex char-acteristics of nonlinear systems have an important anddirect relevance to parameters extraction of utter sig-nals.The main goal of this section is to present the develop-ment of using wavelet and arti�cial neural networks topredict the frequencies and dampings of a simulated ut-ter signal. Data from a typical ight test usually includesresponses frommore than one mode of vibrations and canbe expressed as:y(t) = nXi=1 aie��it sin(!i + �i) (4)where n denotes the number of modes, ai, �i, !i and �irepresent the amplitude, damping, frequency and phaseangles of the i'th component. Note that, ! = 2�f , wheref is the frequency. Consider for simplicity a simple modelconsisting of two modes only:y(t) = a1e��1t sin(!1t+�1)+ a2e��2t sin(!2t+�2): (5)The two exponentially decaying sine waves model the de-caying portion of the response signals from the sine dwellor sine sweep excitations of the aircraft. Given a timeseries of such signal, our task is to determine the valuesof frequency and damping of the signal. The procedureunder investigation is to apply arti�cial neural networkused in conjunction with wavelet packet.



First, by using wavelet packets, we separate the two-modesignal into two one mode signals each containing one valueof frequency and one value of damping coe�cient. In fact,projected on the best basis, the two-mode signal exhibitsclearly two distinct patterns on the phase plane, whichare well separated both in time and frequency. By pick-ing the highest coe�cients corresponding to each pattern,the reconstruction gives each of the desired exponentiallydecaying sine wave.An application of the techniques presented in the previoussection is to embed the signal in noise. Again, we couldpeel o� noise and retain only the exponentially decayingsine waves.Next, we use a two-layer (one hidden layer and one outputlayer) arti�cial neural network with feed-forward connec-tions. A sigmoid transfer function is employed, and theconjugate gradient algorithm is used to minimize the per-formance index which represents the square of the errors.To reduce the complexity of an arti�cial neural network, awavelet transform is applied to the original signal, and weselect only m largest wavelet coe�cients as input to ourneural network. The value of m is usually small, and it iscertainly much smaller than M, the number of the datapoints for the original signal. Consequently, the numberof inputs and hidden units is small. This results in a moree�cient and robust network model.In our computational experiments, the input layer is of20{30 dimensions and the hidden units layer contains 15{20 neurons. Using 200 data sets for the training, the net-work is then tested on 20 testing data sets. The relativeerrors for the predicted damping coe�cients are within5%, and the relative errors for the predicted frequencyvalues are within 3%.The most attractive feature proposed here is that whendealing with real world problem, i.e., multi-mode signals,our method can be naturally and e�ectively implementedin parallel. Since a multi-mode signal is �rst decomposedinto single-mode components using a wavelet routine, ourarti�cial neural network can then be employed to ex-tract the frequency and damping associated with eachone-mode signal. The process can certainly be done inparallel. In future studies, we plan to use our algorithmfor multi-mode signal problems and to compare the ef-�ciency and accuracy by using arti�cial neural networkdirectly to predict the parameter values of a multi-modesignal data.References[1] R. A. Fisher, \The use of multiple measurements in tax-onomic problems," Annals of Eugenics, vol. 7, pp. 179{188, 1936.[2] R. R. Coifman and M. Wickerhauser, \Entropy-based al-gorithms for best basis selection," IEEE Trans. Info. The-ory, vol. 38, no. 2, pp. 713{719, 1992.[3] I. Daubechies, \Time-frequency localization operator: ageometric phase space approach," IEEE Transactions on
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